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is a lot to talk about when it comes to Donald Trump's massive legal jeopardy, and you could choose

the topic of his "finger pointing" from his base to the FBI to Hillary Clinton's campaign to Nancy
Pelosi to the media to pretty much anyone he feels has slighted him. Donald Trump fired his

campaign manager Corey Lewandowski on Wednesday, just a day after Trump pulled Lewandowski
aside at a rally and told him that he was no longer needed. Lewandowski was fired for grabbing a

Breitbart reporter by the arm and holding on to her as she attempted to ask a question about Donald
Trump's views on Clinton. But Lewandowski didn't stay gone for long. Just an hour after being fired,
Lewandowski was back with a new campaign press release. Lewandowski was hired immediately to

be the Trump campaign's new spokesman. He will be formally introduced as the new campaign
spokesman next week in New Hampshire where Trump will continue his campaign against Hillary

Clinton. Lewandowski's return is just the latest indication that Trump may be a two-headed monster.
Lewandowski has the ability to fire staff, fire the media and fire you. But Trump is busy complaining
about the FBI's "horrible" tactics for investigation of his activities, while Lewandowski is busy saying
his firing is a shot across the bow for the media. The guy who is the messenger to the voters is also

the guy telling you how to cover his boss. And he's the guy who still has the trust of the boss.
Lewandowski is one of the Trump campaign's three senior advisers. He's also one of the few people
in the Trump world who has actually been there with the man. For many, this shift in Lewandowski's

narrative from uncooperative to loyal is confusing, but
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